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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the applicability of existing SR,_M SEU hardening techniques to conventional CMOS
cross-coupled sense amplifiers used in DRAM structures. We propose a novel SEU mirroring concept and
implementation for hardening DRAMs to bitline hits. Simulations indicate a 24-fold improvement in critical

charge during the sensing state using a 10K T-Resistor scheme and a 28-fold improvement during the highly

susceptible high impedance state using 2pF dynamic capacitance coupling.
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1. Introduction

Single event upsets (SEUs) presenta majorthreat to all memorysystems in space environments. Of these,
dynamicrandomaccessmemories(DRAMs) are particularlysusceptible. Theinherent sensitivityof DRAMs
to particle strikes, even to packaging-induced alphaparticles, has been a majorobstacle to their use in space
systems. However, the size, density, and low power consumption of DRAM circuits present distinct
advantages. With the movement towardthe use of commercial technologies, due to low cost and high capacity,
in space systems, it may be advantageous to rethink the design of state-of-the-art DRAMs with improved
radiation resistance in mind.

Single event errors in DRAMs can be classified into two principle classes: 1) cell hits, which occur when an
ion depletes charge stored on the capacitance of a memory cell and 2) bitline hits, which occur when an ion
deposits charge on the diffusion region of transistors connected directly to the bitlines, leading to an erroneous
read/writeoperation and subsequent misinterpretation of the stored information. In a companion paper, our
group presents a novel design techniquefor a radiation-resistant DRAM cell. This cell is quite hard to direct
cell SE strikes, but maintains the same vulnerability to bitline hits as conventional DRAM cells. In this paper,
we explore methods to raise the noise tolerance of sense amplifiers in order to reduce SE-induced bitline
upsets.

Sense amplifier arrays in conventional DRAMs bear typically a small area ratio to the total memory array
area. Even so, sense amplifiers play an important role in determining the total failure rate [1]. This earl be
attributed to the fact that in a p-well technology, as is typical in DRAMs, n-channel hits collect far less charge
than p-channel hits. However, since the area occupied by the sense amplifiers is small, a greater area penalty
can be accepted in improving sense amplifier hardness without considerable degradation in the overall density
than can be accepted in the individual memory cells. This is an assumption we will exploit in the following
sections.

In this paper, we discuss the application of traditional 6-transistor SRAM hardening schemes to CMOS sense
amplifiers and propose a new hardening concept that exploits the symmetry of the bitlines. The major
advantage of this technique,in sharp contrast to adapted SRAM hardening techniques, is its applicability even
when the sense amplifier is not enabled. Previous works have considered schemes for general performance

improvements (increased noise immunity) leading _..._ /N./ ."_indirectly to slight SEU tolerance of DRAM bitlines, c_t inaeases

However, there exists no circuit technique that hardens withresistance / / _

the bitlines to significant levels. 25oo
21100

2. SRAM Hardening Techniques for Hardening Sense

Amplifiers lsoo / / / _Both the CMOS six-transistor era's-coupled sense

amplifier (SA) and the basic 6-transistor SRAM cell are oeatredtr.u
essentially back-to-back coupled inverters, with an _, ./'----/ _wlU_r..tanee
additional two transistorsin the sense amplifier for
realizing dynamic (clocked) Operation. It may seem t0e -----._ .../f/-/- _ is5o _ lo
logical, therefore, that schemes used for hardening the t_v_plir_ Res_tanee 0 s TreeofHit(r_)
SRAM couid well be used for achieving the same (k._ms)
objective for the sense amplifier. We have studied the Figure 1. Variationof criticalchargewith timeof hit
application of these schemes and briefly "discuss the (measuredfrom the instant the sensing begins) and
resultsbelow. Full details will be included in the feexlbaekresistance. The inverse relation of Qcrit

completemanuscript, with resistancefor the period of sensing precludes
the use of theresistanceduringthat period.

Resistive Decoupling: Resistances placedin the feedback
loop of the SRAM cell [2], in principle, result in low-pass filtering between the two inverters and serve to
minimizethe regenerativefeedbackfor the high frequencycomponentsof',he single event (SE) generatedspike.
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However, sense amplifiers are analog components, and actively operate at or nearthe metastablevoltagestate
with both inverteroutputs at equal voltages. Extensive SPICE simulationsreveal that, while this technique
does improve the SE immunity of the bitlines once they have reached steady state, it actually reduces immunity
of the lines when operating in the metastable state. The latter is most important since the crucial sensing
operation occurs on very small voltage differentials near the metastable point. Figure 1, obtained from
computer simulations illustrates, this behavior.

Gated Resistance SEU Hardening: Gated resistance was pro_ in 1992 by L.R.Rockett [3] as a
performance improvement over simple SRAM resistive decoupling. It may be possible to modify this scheme
by allowing the resistance to remain low until the sense amplifier latches. However, this is of little use in
hardening the SA during the metastable region, which is of prime concern here.

T-Resistor Hardening: The T-resistor technique was pro_ by Oehoa in 1987 [4]. It employs the principle
of voltage division of the SE induced perturbation in SRAM structures. Very effective in hardening SRAMs,
this technique proves to also be strikingly effective in enhancing the critical charge for SAs in both the
metastable and latched regions when low values of resistance are used. A T-Resistance of 10K with zero
feedback resistance has resulted in a SEU immunity of just over 20pC (a 24 fold increase in hardness) for a n-
hit (which is critical for a read '1' operation) on the bitline; however, this increase comes with a corresponding
doubling of the sense time.

Diode Decoupled SRAM: The basic idea behind this is that the diodes hide the susceptible nodes from the
current generated due to a single event on the drain of the off transistor [6]. This technique has not shown
considerable improvement over the unhardened sense amplifier.

,vl ?

3. SE Mirroring for Enhancing Bitline Immunity / /
A sense amplifieris an analog differential amplifier which '._ / s_h)ton/operates on two precharged bitlines connected to the ,_,,_v_ _"*

/memory cell and a sister dummy cell. That is, it rejects L_,_ .... / .
conunon-mode signals appearing on both bitlines, and _ /

amplifies small differences in voltage between the two , .!he /lines, thus sensing a high or low state on the memory cell _*'
/capacitance. Here we propose single event mirroring as a

technique for bitline hardening. This technique '*_ _*_/ 4------- ,,,,_,,lt
advantageously uses the common-moderejection of the n_/ _ttm,,,_
amplifier. A SE inducedvoltage perturbationon a I_.tline ,_
is mirrored, or replicated, by means of hardware, onto the L/"
opposite bitline; transforming the SE perturbation into a , ,,. IN ,_, ,,,. =,.
common-modesignal. _,_

Unlike the schemes presented in the previous section, SE Figure 2. Hardening of bitlines using SEmirroring. Shown above is an n-hit of 35tXlttA
mirroring improves the immunity of the bitlines when they (910fC)on the bitline for a read '1' operationat
are in the floating precharged state. This is the most 5ns intometastability.Simultaneousmirroringon
vulnerable and crucial state for any sense amplifier, the bitbar line leadsto a preventionof upset.The
Immediatelyprior to reading, the bitlines are precharged to Qcrit at that instant, it may be noted, is much
a reference level and then isolated from all current drive, higherthan910fC.
This is to allow the very small charge stored in the memory

i

j cell to slightly perturb the differential state so that latching (high-gain amplification) of the result can occur.
Once latched, the sense amplifier is relatively insensitive to SE strikes, due to the high-gain positive feedback.
However,any small perturbation of the reference voltage while in the floating,precharged state will introduce
an offset which could be misinterpreted by the sense amplifier as the stored information.

SE.mirroringoperation:

When the sense amplifier is disabled. During this stage, the bitlinecapacitancesarefloating at precharge
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levels or differ by the sense voltage. A SE hit duringthis state results in an ernmeous voltage difference
betweenbit lines, leading to a subsequentreaderror.Mirroringthe SE voltage perturbationon the oppositebit
line servesto minimize the discrepancybetween the lines.

When thesenseamplifierisenabled.A replicationofahit _,
on theoppositelinenodewouldconverttheoriginally ------_,_I}cc
differentialmode signal into a _on mode signal and thus _a_
lead to its subsequent rejection by the amplifier. The 4Vdd

dominant condition necessary for error during the M6_v-O,metastable state of the sense amplifier is an intersection of

at i! f
minimizedusing mirroring.Mirroringexploitsthe
regenerativefeedbackoftheback-to-backcoupledinverteretline" * l_ttmrline

shows a simulation result of the use of mirroring to prevent

an upseL SE _, SE cutout

Simulation results of ideal mirroring. Though an _ _ "abstraction that can be achieved only through computer us_._
simulation, ideal mirroring (in which a SE bitline current Figure 3a. Conventional six-wansistor sense
induces a similar current on the opposite bitline)serves as a amplifier with Ms and Cc realizing dynamic
good reference for comparing physically realizable schemes, capacitive coupling. Transistors M1-M6
We have found that best results, in terms of hardening, are constitute the SA while Meq is the equalizing
obtained when the mirrored pulse has a peak current bearing transistor.
a certain nonunity ratio to that of the original SE pulse. The optimal ratio emures that n and p hits of equal
magnitude result in equal sense voltages. Simulations of SE strikes during the pre-read interval when the
bitlines are floating (the most vulnerable interval) show that optimal mirroring raises the critical charge of
54fC for a conventional DRAM to beyond 10pC (more than 200 , , ,
foldincrease)forthemirroredsenseamplifier. Wortllirle '

¢,_/---k ,
4. Realization of SE Mirroring 0'-J----_, " "

¢,J , :
While SE mirroring can be implemented using a filter with ' ' INtlinot

carefully designed cut-off frequency to sense only the SE ...... ' _
perturbation (and not a valid read signal), this method has proven linesfloalJng bt-lbarllne

difficult to realistically implemenL We propose dynamic atprechame
capacitance coupling, which is a capacitor connectexlacross the Figure 3b.Clockingscheme. ¢ 3 remains
bitlines during the interval when they are floating at precharge enabled through the precharge period
levels. Figure 3a shows the circuitry involved. The dynamic until the wordlineis activated.
capacitor is activated by signal ¢3 as shown in Fig.3b. The
capacitive coupling translates the SE hit from one line to the other. It also leads to a reduction in charge
collected by the line capacitor because of the charge migration to the other node. Fig. 4 shows simulation
results for the variation of critical charge with the value of the coupling capacitance for SE strikes prior to a
read' 1' operation. Qcrit for p-hits, on the other hand, is greater than 10pC for the entire range of capacitance
shown in the figure. The capacitances involved are large; however, only one capacitor is mxxledfor each sense
amplifier. Some disposal of circuit area for the relatively few sense amplifiers should not be a significant
contributor to overall chip size.

Analyzing fig. 3a with ideal capacitances and MOSFET switches, an approximate analytical descriptionof the
voltage differential existing between the bit lines followinga SE strike can be detemlire.d. Given that Qcoll is
the collected charge, taken as positive for an n-channel hit and negative for a p-channel hit, the sense voltage
(SV) differential is:



 /Qco,,C,l-CC ......... ont_U_dm_._m'._ ..... 7..-- ....
SV - Cs+Ce s (Cs+Cn)(Cn+ 2Cc) '_' ",_,,,,..**,.tn,_._,,-, ./ '. ..../

.......... (1) _,o01

whereCs iscellcapacitance,Ca isthebitfir_capacitance, tao0_
Cc isthe couplingcapacitanceand Vs isthestored zoo0_
voltage in the ceil. so0_

Figure 5 shows a plot of Eqn.1 for various values of _o0_4001
coupling capacitance. This figure provides a good
qualitative insight into the working of the circuit. The role
of the coupling capacitance is m introduce a tuning factor o, s_o ' ' ' 'zoo0 1500 2000 25o0 3o00

K = CcC}/cs 2 which governs the slope of the curves
Coupling C,al_::itance (pF)in

figure 5. One particular result is that at K=l, the seRsc
voltage bec(_es independent of collected charge (shown Figure 4. Variation of critical charge with coupling
by the Cc=3000fF curve). However, this should not be capacitance. The saturation is attributable to a

interpreted to imply that upset is eliminated. At very high decreased sensitivity of the SA as discussed in thetext.
collected charge, the common mode effect of mirroring is
to perturb both bitline voltages away from the precharge
value. Under this condition, the SA sensitivity degrades and upset still occurs.

A drawback of this scheme is that sufficient timing control must be employed so that ¢ 3 is disabled as soon as
the wordline is enabled. Some small amount of overlap,

3oo_ _,_ . , . , . .. however, is tolerable. Details are discussed in the main paper.

'250

_ 5.Conclusion
2oc.... i . ' ,-_it , ' Several SRAM hardening techniques have been considered

® ' for application to CMOS cross-coupled sense amplifier
ISC, .--_ p-hlt _ ............. Cc=:_

I\N___ : designs. Because of the analog nature of a sense amplifier,_0c ......... most of these hardening schemes do little to improve SE

g C°nv_nti°ntl " ' " ! _'1 i ' ' i immunity during the read critical operation at or near the
sc • metastable feedback state. It has been shown that of

schemes, T-Resistor hardening is by far the most efficient for

' -4_0 ._0 o 500 ,,o 40, Io, to** i_** improving the SEU immunity of the DRAM to bitline hits

ChargeCollectedfromSEHitonBlUlne(fC) during the metastableregion. However, this techniqueis
accompaniedby sensetimedegradation.

Figure5.SensevoltagedependenceoncollectedThe conceptofSEU mirroringhasbeenproposedhereasa
chargeforvaryingcouplingcapacitance.These methodof significantlyenhancingtheimmunityofDRAMs
curves,basedon theexpressionderivedforSV,! tobitlinesenseamplifierSE hits.Thistechniqueisshownto
havebeenconfirmedthroughextensiveSPICE possessthepotentialof increasingbitlineSEU resistance
simulations, both during the period of sensing and during tile most

susceptible period when the bitlines are floating. This concept, in its most general form, is expected to open
avenues for numerous SEU hardening possibilities.

Dynamic capacitive coupling is described as one possible implementation of SEU mirroring. SPICE
simulations indicate that a coupling capacitance as high as 3pF results in a 34 fold improvement of critical

charge while a capacitance of a lower value of 50OFFproves to be four and a half times more immune than an
unhardened version of the DRAM. Dynamic capacitive coupling used in conjunction with the T-Resistor

technique thus leads to a large improvement in hardening over a significant period of the read operation.
Further expo_tio_ of other active and passive implementations of SEU mirroring is currently underway.
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